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Foreword 

In the past few years, China has been leading the world's renewable energy (RE) development, accounting for 

45 percent of new installations last year. By the end of June 2019, the total installed capacity of RE genera-

tion in China has reached 706.19 GW, accounting for 38.4 percent of the total power generation capacity of 

Chinese power plants. In 2018, wind and solar accounted for nearly 8 percent of total power generation. In 

some areas, the figure was more than 20 percent and RE can now be considered as one of the main sources 

of power supply.  

The "Revolutionary Strategy for Energy Production and Consumption (2016-2030)" by the National Develop-

ment and Reform Commission (NDRC) and the National Energy Administration (NEA) set a goal of non-fossil 

energy accounting for 20 percent of the country's total primary energy consumption by 2030. By the same 

time, non-fossil energy generation strives to reach more than 50 percent. The China Renewable Energy Out-

look (CREO) of the Energy Research Institute (ERI) of NDRC and its China National Renewable Energy Center 

(CNREC) shows that the share of RE generation will be more than 86 percent in 2050, accounting for about 60 

percent of the primary energy consumption.  

At present, China's RE development and utilization is relatively concentrated in large-scale projects. How to 

further expand the field and model of distributed RE development and utilization in the future should be ex-

plored. China will continue to promote decentralized wind power development, fully advance distributed PV 

applications, accelerate the development and utilization of small- and medium-sized biomass and geother-

mal resources and expand the scale of RE application. Increasing distributed RE supply for local utilization 

will be a key driver for the energy production revolution.  

Assessment and planning of integrating distributed RE need a solid foundation, a system approach, en-

hanced coordination and a dynamic manner based on local conditions and neighbouring balancing regions. 

It is very important to unlock demand side flexibility at distribution grid level in the power market reform by 

enabling more active customers that respond to changing electricity prices, either directly or through an ag-

gregator. Distribution system operators (DSOs) play a key role in enabling these developments and in inte-

grating distributed RE generation into the energy system.  

Germany has gained a lot of experience in developing distributed RE in past years and we therefore believe 

that this joint report by the Germany Energy Agency (dena) and CNREC will contribute to a solution for a high 

penetration of distributed RE in China. 

 

Wang Zhongying 

Acting Director General, Energy Research Institute, National Development and Reform Commission.  

Director, China National Renewable Energy Centre 
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Executive Summary – China could benefit from 
distributed RE 

Both China and Germany are committed to the Paris agreement within the United Nations Framework Con-

vention on Climate Change (UNFCCC). The agreement not only acknowledges that the threat of global warm-

ing is real. For the first time, it also brings virtually all nations into a common cause to undertake ambitious 

efforts to combat climate change, “holding the increase in the global average temperature to well below 2 

degree above pre-industrial levels and pursuing efforts to limit the temperature increase to 1.5 degree above 

pre-industrial levels”.  

In order to reach the agreed targets, a transition towards a more sustainable energy system based on renew-

able energies (RE) is required. With respect to the use and expansion of RE in Germany and China, their start-

ing points are somewhat different. Since the beginning of its energy transition, Germany relied on a large 

number of smaller RE projects, mostly due the strong roots of the Energiewende within civil society as a 

grassroots movement, and also due to its high population density and the limited financial means prior to 

the EEG-support based on Feed-in-tariffs (FiT). China, on the other hand, so far has chosen the path of pri-

marily building large RE plants, especially in its western regions.  

China’s economic centres and thus its energy intensive consumers are primarily located in the coastal re-

gions in the East. With the current approach and with respect to China’s target for non-fossil fuel to account 

for 50 percent of electricity production by 2030, large amounts of electricity from RE sources would thus have 

to be transported from the West to the East.  

Recently, discussions about increasing the amount of distributed RE in the more densely populated eastern 

regions have come up in China in order to make optimal use of the natural resources in these regions and to 

increase system efficiency by reducing transport losses. But companies that want to construct distributed RE 

plants are faced with a great deal of uncertainty. One of the main challenges is the grid connection for their 

plants and in particular a lack of transparency regarding the technical and regulatory requirements that 

need to be met. 

This report sheds light on the status quo of distributed RE in China (chapter 1) and relevant experiences from 

Germany and the EU are shared (chapter 2). They show that the use of highly distributed RE is technically 

feasible and can also be economically advantageous. An enabling regulatory framework is the precondition 

for this. Based on these experiences, the following suggestions to reduce obstacles for the integration of RE 

in China’s distribution grids are elaborated (chapter 3): 

 Technical solutions for the integration of distributed RE have proven to be successful in Germany and can 

be directly transferred to China. 

 Compulsory grid connection and priority dispatch of RE are the regulatory basis that needs to be intro-

duced along with transparent grid codes and regulations that take into account a more active role of DSOs. 

 The introduction of market structures based on the merit-order principle guarantees a cost-efficient inte-

gration of distributed RE.  
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1 China’s lacks comprehensive and targeted rules 
for the integration of RE on distribution grid level  

1.1 Current development conditions of distributed RE in China 

Small-scale, distributed wind and PV are a very important form of RE applications in addition to large scale 

applications. Distributed generation close to the big consumption centres can significantly reduce transmis-

sion losses and as a consequence costs, which leads to an increase of the overall power system efficiency. 

The development of distributed PV (i. e. projects with up to 6 MW, including rooftop PV) has experienced a 

rapid growth during the last few years thanks to a simplified administration process, the absence of capacity 

control and relaxed land-use policy. The overall installed capacity of distributed PV in China has reached 51 

GW by the end of 2018. Driven by high subsidies, the share of household PV has increased since 2018, from 

less than 10 percent to more than one third of the total PV capacity. In certain distribution grids, high pene-

tration of distributed PV has resulted in significant reverse power flow and even overloading of grid assets. 

The deployment of distributed wind (i. e. projects with grid connection at less than 110 kV level) has gradu-

ally started since 2018, after new policies to encourage its development were released by the National Energy 

Administration (NEA). It is estimated that approx. 700 to 800 MW of distributed wind projects were built in 

2018. The newly installed capacity of distributed wind projects is expected to exceed 1 GW in 2019, after the 

announcement of local plans on the development of distributed wind. However, its development still faces 

challenges, e. g. regarding investment and a lack of transparency and standardization with respect to grid 

connection requirements.  

With the growth of distributed RE sources, the distribution grid operators are concerned about operating 

risks and upgrading needs. More transparent solutions and standard procedures are required for the plan-

ning of distributed RE and the estimation of hosting capacity of distribution grids. 

1.1.1 Regulations and policies regarding the development of distributed RE in China 

The “12th Five-Year Plan on Renewable Energy Development” and the “13th Five-Year Plan on Power Devel-

opment” which were issued in 2010 and 2016 clearly stated that the development of RE should focus on the 

principle of centralized development and decentralized utilization. In 2013, the "Interim Measures on Dis-

tributed Power Generation Management" issued by the NDRC1 comprehensively described the concept of 

distributed RE for the first time and clarified the specific method of project construction management, grid 

integration and operation management for distributed RE. In 2018, the NEA issued the “Distributed Power 

Generation Management Measures (Draft for Comment)” which further improved the scope of distributed RE 

on the basis of “Interim Measures for Distributed Generation Management” in 2013. The management 

measures encourage the full marketization of distributed RE, clarify the principles of investment, design, con-

struction and operation, and encourage power trade between distributed RE and adjacent power users. For 

distributed wind and PV, the NEA has issued a number of documents to provide policy guidance and support. 

The relevant regulations and policies are summarized in Table 5 (see appendix). 

 
1 NDRC (2013) 
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1.1.2 Installation of distributed RE in China 

Following the instruction from NEA and benefitting from a relaxed capacity control and auction-free policy, 

more and more provinces started to focus on promoting their local distributed wind projects. Several prov-

inces and cities which are listed in Table 6 (see appendix) have published plans on distributed wind construc-

tions and lists of distributed wind projects being approved by local governments. More provinces have re-

leased updated plans that contain more distributed wind projects. Some provinces, such as Henan, Shanxi 

and Anhui, show strong interest to support and to promote distributed RE development. 

Distributed PV has enlarged the scale and started to show significant potential to replace coal power plants. 

The growth of distributed PV started in 2016 when strong economic incentives for the operation of distrib-

uted PV were added. Furthermore, the approval system changed to a registration system for distributed PV 

so that the overall process of the project could be significantly shortened by executing different tasks in par-

allel. Affected by the curtailment issues in the “Three North” region (Northeast China, North China, North-

west China), and with the advancement of the power system reform and the maturity of the distributed PV 

business model, from 2016 to the first half of 2018, China’s distributed PV showed explosive growth. The av-

erage growth rate reached more than 200 percent.  

By the end of 2018, the cumulative grid-connected capacity of China's distributed PV was 50.62 GW, account-

ing for 29 percent of the total installed capacity of PV. These capacities are mainly located in the central and 

eastern regions. Zhejiang, Shandong and Jiangsu have the three largest capacities in the country with a cu-

mulative grid-connected capacity exceeding 15 GW (more than 5GW each). 

1.1.3 Standards for the integration of distributed RE in China 

In order to standardize the distributed PV equipment to obtain controllability of active devices for system 

stability issues, the following requirements are demanded and defined through a series of standards (see Ta-

ble 1). By comparing the standards of distributed PV with international ones, no significant difference is dis-

covered. However, the standards are technology-specific; they are developed for distributed PV only and are 

not applicable to distributed wind at same voltage level of the grid connection point. For distributed wind, 

there are no specific standards drafted yet. In practice, it is therefore very difficult to know which standard 

applies to a specific RE project. Moreover, additional requirements for distributed RE are commonly de-

manded by the DSOs with regard to provision of system services. In comparison, it is rather structured in Ger-

many or Denmark where requirements for distributed RE are standardized by capacity and voltage level of 

connection, regardless of the type of power source.  
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Technical requirements for grid the connection of distributed PV 

Serial 

number 

Technical  

Content 

GB/T33593-2017 Distrib-

uted source grid-con-

nected technology re-

quirements (35kV and be-

low) 

GB/T19964-2012 Tech-

nical regulations for dis-

tribution power grid 

with PV integration 

(10kV-35kV public grid) 

GB/T29319-2012 

Technical regulations for 

distribution power grid 

with PV integration 

 (10kV user side and 380V) 

1 

Active fre-

quency  

Control 

Capable of adjusting active 

power according to fre-

quency and dispatch order 

Equipped with active 

power control system, 

emergency control and 

active power changing 

rate control capability  

None 

2 

Reactive 

voltage con-

trol 

Capable of adjusting reac-

tive power of source, the in-

put of compensation de-

vice, grid voltage adjust-

ment. 

380V grid-connected (volt-

age range: ±0.95 pu); 

10/6/35kV grid-integra-

tion±0.98, participate in 

voltage regulation 

Inverter dynamically ad-

justable (voltage range: 

±0.95 pu); 10/35kV grid-

integrated PV power 

plants (voltage range: 

±0.98 pu), capable to par-

ticipate in voltage regula-

tion of grid 

PV power system (±0.95 

pu), the grid voltage is con-

tinuously adjustable 

3 
Fault ride 

through 

Not necessary, minimum 

limit is 0.2pu 

Necessary, require zero-

voltage ride through capa-

bility 

None 

4 
Security and 

protection 

6/10kV demand side con-

nected: refer to GB/T 29319-

2012; 6/10kV public grid: re-

fer to fault ride through re-

quirements 

High voltage adaptive: 

1.1pu-1.2pu: brake open-

ing≥10s; 

1.2-1.3pu: brake open-

ing≥0.5s; 

<0.5pu: brake opening 

≤0.2s; 

0.5-0.85pu: brake opening 

≤2s; 

1.1-1.35pu: brake open-

ing≤2s; 

≥1.35pu: brake open-

ing≤0.2s; 

5 

Frequency 

adapta-

tion/protec-

tion 

6/10kV user side: 

If the frequency is out of 

range 49.5Hz-50.2Hz, the 

power supply should be cut 

off in 0.2s 

Within 50.2Hz-50.5Hz: 

keep operating for at least 

2 min. 

If the system frequency is 

out of range 47.5Hz-50.2Hz, 

the power supply should be 

cut off in 0.2s 

6 

Dispatching 

automation 

system 

None Have requirements None 

Table 1 Technical requirements for grid the connection of distributed PV 

1.2 China’s distribution grid, its load and operation conditions 

1.2.1 China’s distribution grid and the connection of distributed RE 

The voltage level of the distribution grid in China ranges from 220 V for residential customers to 110 kV for 

city-level power transmission. The voltage level of the distribution grid is set in accordance with the relevant 

provisions of the current national standard "standard voltage GB / T 156-2007" (see Table 2). Depending on 

the load growth, the medium-voltage distribution grid can be lifted to 35 kV, and the high-voltage distribu-

tion grid can be lifted to 220 kV or 330 kV. 
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 Voltage level 

Low-voltage 220 / 380 V 

Medium-voltage 10 / 22 kV 

High-voltage 35 / 66 / 110 kV 

Table 2 Definition of voltage levels in China according to the national standard 

For distributed PV, by May 2019 the installed capacity has reached 53.2 GW in the grid area of the State Grid 

Cooperation of China (SGCC) (see Figure 1).  

Voltage level 
Number of 

cases 

Capacity 

[GW] 

380/220 V 1,210,261 27.23 

10 kV 10,808 22.46 

35 kV 184 3.52 
 

 

Figure 1 Distributed PV and their capacity shares in the grid area of SGCC by voltage level (May 2019) 

1.2.2 China's current distribution grid dispatching and coordination mechanism  

In recent years, more and more attention has been attracted to intelligent dispatch of the distribution grid. 

The smart power distribution grid is based on a flexible, reliable and efficient grid structure and a highly reli-

able and secure communication network. It can efficiently support self-adaptive fault-handling and self-heal-

ing, meet requirements of high penetration of distributed RE and integration of energy storage. It can also 

meet the user demand to improve power quality.  

At present, there are still many challenges in China's distribution grid dispatch:  

 Firstly, the construction of current distribution grid is not systematic and the asset utilization rate and eco-

nomic efficiency are ignored to a large extent.  

 Secondly, the assignment of dispatcher responsibilities is still not clear; the difference in management 

level between local villages and large cities is huge.  

 Thirdly, auto-dispatch technology is still under development, Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition 

(SCADA) has not yet been widely implemented, and the quality of the distribution grid measuring technol-

ogy is unsatisfactory which brings great difficulties for the smart dispatch. At present, the distribution grid 

dispatch is largely based on the dispatcher’s experience. 
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Many strategies have been proposed to improve the reliability and operation quality of distribution grids. 

Due to the uncertainty of the information source of grid measurements and diversified needs of dispatch 

methods, there is a need for an integrated optimization strategy taking into account different time sequences 

(long term, medium term, long-medium term, super-short term and real-time). For distributed RE, the distri-

bution grid dispatch generally aims to maximize the share of consumption of locally produced RE. The coor-

dination between distributed RE, micro-grid and distributed energy storage should be fully balanced in the 

local area, to improve the reliability and economic usage of power supply and realize the efficient operation 

of the smart distribution grid. 

From 2012, SGCC started the national project “Study on smart distribution grid optimal dispatch”. The devel-

oped system has been successfully applied in Nanjing, where Youth Olympic Games were held in 2014. The 

related technology will be applied in other areas in the following years. 

1.2.3 Main influences of the integration of distributed RE on the operation of China’s 
distribution grid 

With the development of distributed RE, energy storage technologies and micro-grids, the distribution grid 

gradually develops from the original “passive electric network” to an “active electric network”, the operation 

and maintenance management of distribution grid thus becoming more complicated. A series of challenges 

have arisen such as reverse power flow, the increasing complexity of the protection technology and system, 

the lack of frequency support capability and islanding. Detailed explanation of these problems are as fol-

lows. 

Reverse power flow  
In contrast to the traditional top-down grid and power flow design, with the integration of distributed RE into 

distribution grids the power may flow from low-voltage to high-voltage level. This phenomenon is called re-

verse power flow. Among other, the power restriction is the main factor that affects the integration of distrib-

uted RE to the distribution grid. There were practical cases of the reverse power flow shown in a distribution 

grid with PV power generation. In the Spring Festival of 2019, the reverse power flow occurred in Jianshan 

substation which led to the maximum reverse power reaching 20 percent of the rated power of the main 

transformer causing serious security risks to the distribution grid such as automatic shut-down of equipment 

at lower voltage levels (see also chapter 2.2.1 and 2.2.2 for German experiences on this matter). 

Increasing complexity of the protection system 
The integration of distributed RE provides an auxiliary or reverse fault current to the protection devices, 

which will decrease the difference in actuation-time between the primary and backup protection. Therefore, 

the coordination between adjacent protection systems may be destroyed and could cause damages to the 

protection devices. Meanwhile, the adjustment of protection parameters becomes more difficult, since the 

level of fault current varies greatly in a different time period. If the setting value of protection is not adjusted 

with the operation state of distributed RE, the actuation-time limit of protection may be extended, and then 

break the coordination between the primary and backup protection. 

Lack of frequency support capability of distributed RE 
Distributed RE also reduces the system frequency support capability. At present, most distributed PV power 

systems operate in the maximum power point tracking mode (MPPT). Distributed RE currently only provides 
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active power to the system according to the distribution of actual RE resources and is not required to provide 

adaptive adjustment capability under grid frequency fluctuation circumstances. In a power system with 

larger share of distributed RE that lacks the adaptive adjustment capability to system frequency and less reg-

ulated conventional power sources, system operation faces risks on stable frequency regulations and other 

ancillary services to ensure a safe operation. It is therefore very important that distributed RE and other con-

trollable assets (e. g. demand side flexibility, energy storage) are enhanced and mobilized to support stable 

grid operation (see also chapter 2.2.1 for German experiences on this matter). 

Islanding 
When the distribution grid becomes electrically isolated from the rest of the power system, yet continues to 

be energized by distributed RE, it is referred to as islanding or islanded status. This may have several nega-

tive effects on the distribution grid. For example, the electrical devices operating under islanded status may 

be damaged due to the low power quality. Moreover, the live line may cause personal injury to the main-

tainer of power line. At present, the islanding detection of distributed PV power generation relies on the user-

side inverters and fault disintegration devices, but the operation and maintenance on the user side is rela-

tively weak, therefore once there is misoperation in fault disconnection devices, the islanding situation oc-

curs easily.  

Case example: Distributed PV in Haining 

Haining is a city located in the north of Zhejiang province. Production industry is very strong in this prov-

ince which leads to a good condition for distributed rooftop PV in industrial parks. At present, the grid-con-

nected PV capacity in Haining reaches 570 MW. They include three utility scale PV power stations with a 

total capacity of 60 MW, 116 distributed PV power stations connected to the grid on the high voltage level 

with a total capacity of 290 MW, and 399 distributed PV power station connected to the grid at 380 V level 

with a total capacity of 180 MW. In addition, residential connections have reached a total capacity of 40 

MW. In Jianshan district, the most critical feeder has embraced distributed PV plants with more than 100 

percent of the transformer capacity.  

During the spring festival period when the factories stop their production lines, reversed power flow be-

comes very significant in Haining. The reversed power flow has reached 20 percent of the capacity of the 

220 kV/110 kV transformer. It has also resulted in reversed reactive power flow and increased voltage along 

distribution feeders. Power quality as well as islanding are also of concern. In addition, due to the fluctua-

tions and uncertainty of the PV production, the operation of the distribution grid becomes complicated. 

Therefore, a pilot project is conducted in Haining investigating the aggregated control as well as virtual 

synchronous machine through PV converters. 

1.3 Major challenges for distributed RE integration in distribution grid 

1.3.1 Challenges in the near and medium term 

 Planning management needs a more solid scientific foundation and enhanced coordination. The construc-

tion should be based on local conditions and demands. 
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 The administration process on connecting distributed RE are currently the same as for large-scale projects. 

The process of grid connection is significantly lagging behind the construction of distributed RE. 

 The grid integration planning method, related parameters and boundary condition are not clear. There is 

no benchmark model and no uniform design guidelines. 

 There is a lack of research and analysis on grid integration and design in industrial parks, poverty allevia-

tion by means of PV power projects and other application scenarios. 

 The standard system of grid integration has been established and is in line with international standards, 

but the application scenarios of the standard are not clear. 

1.3.2 Challenges in the long term 

The development of China’s power market is very different from that of other countries. At present, the 

power generation capacity of China is sufficient, and the power supply and demand of China is generally 

well-balanced. Meanwhile, the progress of enhancing the grid structure both on transmission and on distri-

bution level provides a solid foundation to secure the better operation of a power system that is still transi-

tioning towards a less regulated power market. Applications of smart grid and energy internet will also in-

crease the resilience of the system and enable innovative trading and products. 
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2 European experiences: Clear regulations and 
continuous improvement of technical standards 
are key 

2.1 Germany’s way towards 50 percent share of RE on national level 

Germany’s climate targets strive for a 65 percent share of RE in the electricity sector by 2030. With the pro-

gressing energy transition in Germany, RE in electricity consumption rose from 4.6 percent in 1990 to almost 

38 percent in 2018 (see Figure 2).2  

 

Figure 2 Shares of RE in energy consumption in Germany 1990 to 2018 3 

Similarly, in the EU the amount of RE production increased by 64 percent between 2007 and 2017.4 In the first 

half of 2019, 44 percent of the total electricity generation in Germany were provided by RE. In the months of 

March and June the share of RE in electricity generation was above 50 percent and the average of this year 

until November 2019 amounts to 46 percent.5 This shows that Germany is on track to reach 50 percent RE 

and more in its electricity generation soon.  

The progress is not evenly distributed across Germany; some regions already handle far higher shares. In the 

windy northern region of Germany, Schleswig-Holstein, wind energy regularly exceeds 100 percent. In 2017, 

RE reached a production of 156 percent of gross electricity consumption (in the region).6 Schleswig-Holstein 

is one of the frontrunner regions in Germany concerning the expansion of RE capacities while it is sparsely 

 
2 UBA (2019) 
3 BMWi (2019) 
4 Eurostat (2019) 
5 SMARD Strommarktdaten (2019) and Statista (2019) 
6 Schleswig-Holstein (2019) 
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populated. So large amounts of the produced RE are being transported to other regions in Germany or Den-

mark. 

98 percent of the German electricity grid are distribution grids (line kilometres).7 The German distribution 

grid is owned and operated by around 900 distribution system operators (DSOs). The different voltage levels 

(see Table 3) are connected via substations and the high-voltage grid is connected to the transmission grid. 

 Voltage level 

Low-voltage 400 V 

Medium-voltage 10 / 20 / 30 kV 

High-voltage 110 kV 

Table 3 Voltage levels in German distribution grids 

90 percent of RE is fed into the distribution grid, virtually all PV power systems are connected to the distribu-

tion grid.8 Figure 3 depicts the installed capacity of PV and onshore wind energy connected to the different 

voltage levels. More than half (55 percent) of PV energy is fed into the low-voltage grid. The distribution of 

onshore wind energy is similarly concentrated on the distribution grid, only a share of 4 percent of the wind 

energy capacities is connected to the high-voltage grid. 

 

Figure 3  Installed capacity of PV energy (left) and onshore wind energy (right) by voltage level 20179  

2.2 How does Germany manage to integrate large shares of RE on distribution 
grid level? 

The transformation to an energy system fully powered by RE is a difficult task, yet it is possible. As seen 

above, the share of RE in the German electricity sector has soared from below 5 percent to almost 50 percent 

in 20 years. Some German provinces produce more than 100 percent share of RE. As a part of the intercon-

nected European grid system, Germany can also export electricity to neighbouring countries and vice versa 

 
7 Matschoss et al. (2018) 
8 Matschoss et al. (2018) and Fraunhofer ISE (2019) 
9 Bundesnetzagentur (2017) 
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receive imports in times of undersupply. The European and German electricity market is the basis for the in-

tegration of RE (see chapters 2.2.3 and 2.3). A secure and reliable power system even with a high share of RE 

is guaranteed by technical solutions as well as transparent and clear regulations.  

Regulatory basis: Compulsory grid connection and priority dispatch are two main factors to 
enable RE integration in Germany  

Two of the most influential regulations concerning the connection of RE systems are the compulsory grid 

connection and the priority dispatch principle, which are based on the Renewable Energy Sources Act 

(Erneuerbare-Energien-Gesetz, EEG): 

 German DSOs must provide compulsory grid connection for RE. This means they are legally required 

to connect RE as quickly as possible to the most economical grid access point. This means that grid op-

erators will choose the nearest access point that is also the most suitable in terms of voltage level. For 

rooftop systems up to 30 kW this is usually the grid connection point of the building. Furthermore, DSOs 

are obliged to expand grid capacities, if necessary, in order to integrate RE. The optimization, reinforce-

ment and expansion of the network capacity are carried by the DSO, the costs are reimbursed via grid 

fees which get included in the electricity price. The RE operator bears only the costs for the direct line 

from the plant to the grid connection point (shallow connection charge).  

 The electricity generated from RE sources is injected with the priority dispatch principle to the distribu-

tion grid, meaning that generally all produced electricity must be integrated by the grid operator. 

Technically: DSOs check grid compatibility and improve the grid 

When connecting new RE systems to the grid, a technical assessment (grid compatibility check) is carried 

out by the DSOs to determine whether the RE can be connected to the grid without dangerously exceeding 

the limits for voltage or current-carrying capacity. There are different ways to conduct grid compatibility 

checks. Supposing the low-voltage grids are already digitized, a computer simulation is the most efficient 

approach. Hereby, two extreme scenarios are included: One is maximum generation with minimum load, the 

other minimum generation with maximum load. A permissible curtailment of RE of maximum three per-

cent of the total produced electricity is taken into account. If the grid can cope with these scenarios, the RE 

system can be connected. In case there is a negative assessment of the grid compatibility check, the DSO has 

to implement measures to secure the integration the RE electricity. There is a range of different options to 

optimize the grid for more RE to be integrated (see chapter 2.2.2) 

The market structure guarantees a cost-efficient approach 

The merit-order system of the German electricity market (see chapter 2.2.3) provides for a preferential inte-

gration of RE, which will lower the wholesale electricity price at the same time. It is an inherently cost-effi-

cient approach, as those power generating facilities with the highest marginal costs will be pushed out of the 

market. 

2.2.1 Transparent regulations and the right processes are key for a successful integra-
tion of distributed RE 

With an increasing share of distributed RE, more power enters the distribution grid and significantly changes 

the role that the distribution grid plays in the whole electricity system. In Germany, there is now a growing 
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amount of reverse current running from lower to higher voltage level (reverse power flow) if the electricity 

from distributed RE is not consumed locally.  

 

Figure 4  Distributed RE shifts responsibilities of TSOs and DSOs (own illustration) 

As the grids were originally designed for a unidirectional flow, German system operators had to confront a 

range of technical and organizational challenges. Adapting to the challenges made for a change in the grid 

system and a shift in responsibilities of TSOs and DSOs (see Figure 4). With a number of regulatory and tech-

nical improvements, the issues can be kept under control. Regulations range from the European level down 

to technical grid codes ensuring the best technology is used. Key regulations are: 

Regulation of grid operators: Incentive Regulation Ordinance 
To prevent grid operators from using their position as natural monopolies and to secure a cost-efficient oper-

ation of the grid system, the so called Incentive Regulation Ordinance (Anreizregulierungsverordnung, 

ARegV) specifies the design of grid regulations. Based on the German Energy Act (Energiewirtschaftsgesetz, 

EnWG) and implementing European legislation, the incentive regulation requires transparent calculation of 

grid fees as well as fair and equal access to the grid. The budget approach as the underlying principle of 

the ARegV regulates the revenues of DSOs rather than their costs. This creates an incentive to lower the costs 

by achieving more efficiency. An efficiency-benchmark, that is in short an efficiency comparison of all DSOs, 

determines the revenues in a certain regulatory period. This “simulated” competition serves the purpose to 

keep the overall costs of the distribution system operation as low as possible.10  

Regulation of grid operators: Directive on System Stability 
Over-capacity and over-voltage are two issues that need to be addressed for an effective integration of a high 

share of RE. Until 2012, high penetration of low-voltage grids by solar panels created the danger of over-volt-

age leading to a frequency above 50.2 Hz in case of best weather conditions or grid disturbances. This would 

have led to an automatic disconnection of every PV plant from the grid. With the Directive on System Sta-

bility (Systemstabilitätsverordnung, SysStabV), DSOs were required to retrofit existing PV plants so that they 

curtail generation successively before being shut off at 51.5 Hz. More than 300,000 PV installations had to 

 
10 Matschoss et al. (2018) 
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be updated accordingly. Similar threats of other RE sources disconnecting at a frequency below 49.5 Hz were 

diminished by a revised version of the SysStabV in 2015. TSOs and DSOs are now given greater leeway to con-

trol the cut-off of generating capacities in case of urgency.  

At a glance: Traditional management instruments for grid operators 

There are four major instruments on the supply side that are available to the grid operators for the man-

agement of the grids (see Figure 5). The curtailment of RE is the last resort in this order after all other 

measures have been exhausted. 95 percent of lost revenues are compensated based on the so-called 

“hardship clause” (EEG 2017, section 15). Those measures are mostly utilized by TSOs. Currently only a 

fraction of the curtailment measures is performed by the DSOs. Yet, with an increasing share of RE posing 

particular challenges for the distribution grid, the role of DSOs is growing in importance.  

The priority dispatch principle is used in several European countries to integrate and promote RE genera-

tion. The possibility of curtailment of RE is provided in the feed-in management scheme. DSOs and TSOs 

can curtail the output of power-generating systems in their area to guarantee grid stability. Since 2016, 

DSOs may take feed-in management into account in the planning of grid expansion. This is limited to 3 per-

cent of the forecasted annual electricity per unit of an RE system. 

 

 Figure 5  Instruments for grid management 

Regulation of consumers: Incentivizing of self-consumption 
Self-consumption of RE by prosumers (e. g. households or businesses with rooftop PV) is the most im-

portant element of the consumer-side regulation. By incentivising them to consume their produced RE di-

rectly, the transport need to higher voltage levels shall be reduced. In combination with battery storage, PV 

electricity can be fed into the grid when demand is high and power can be consumed from the batteries in 

times of grid constraints and scarce generation. In Germany, producers of PV pay a reduced EEG-levy when 

they self-consume a certain percentage of their RE production.  

1. System-related measures such as switching operations in the grid 

2. Market-related measures such as re-dispatch  

     (ramping up and down of conventional power plants) 

3. Contractual activation of reserve power plants for compensating a deficit  

     of re-dispatch capacity 

4. Curtailment of electricity from RE with financial compensation 
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Outlook: Flexibilities offer great potential for cost-efficiency  

New and fluctuating supply and demand patterns create challenges for grid operators. This complexity re-

quires more flexibility. Fostering flexibility on the demand side in low-voltage grids is the purpose of §14a 

of the German Energy Act and the EU winter package (see chapter 2.3), which will allow and encourage the 

use of flexible electricity applications to maintain a stable system. Peak loads shall be circumvented in or-

der to avoid excessive grid expansion needs.  

Increased use of demand side flexibility as well as new storage options and coupling of electricity, heat and 

transport energy needs are seen as key to accommodating a large share of RE in the distribution grid in the 

future (see also dena-reports “Making money with smart electricity consumption”11 and “Industrial De-

mand Side Flexibility in China”12). First regulations to harness the potential are already passed but imple-

mentation is slow. Progress in this field is expected in the next years due to experiences that were gained in 

national and European pilot projects.  

Continuous improvement of grid codes necessary to incorporate new technical standards 
Continuous improvement of grid codes guarantees the reliability of German distribution grids. German 

grid codes complement and realize the Network Code Requirements for Generators (NC RfG) by the EU. In 

combination with Technical Connection Rules (TCR) Low Voltage (VDE-AR-N 4100), TCR Medium Voltage (VDE-

AR-N 4110) and TCR High Voltage (VDE-AR-N 4120), the NC RfG represents the applicable regulation for the 

German distribution level. For the low-voltage level, the application rule VDE-AR-N 4105 contains recently 

updated requirements for distributed RE.13 The TCRs are regularly revised and updated to depict the latest 

technical innovations and conditions. New provisions that also address some of the challenges experienced 

in China (see chapter 1.3) include among others: 

 Dynamic Grid Support: New power generating plants on the low-voltage level will have to remain on 

the grid during short voltage drops or increases to provide dynamic network support. Disconnecting 

from the grid could compromise grid stability. Plants will remain on the grid for an extended time during 

faults instead of switching off, which is called fault ride-through. 

 Feeding in reactive power depending on voltage (Q(U) control): More power generating plants can be 

integrated in an existing grid depending on local circumstances, i. e. RE plants will now react to the volt-

age at the connection point and feed-in reactive power depending on voltage (Q(U) control). The method 

has proven successful to actively support maintaining the voltage and improving grid stability at the me-

dium- and high-voltage level. This approach will now be expanded to the low-voltage level. 

 Active power output in under-frequency situations: In case of under-frequency (insufficient power 

supply) power generating plants and accumulators/storage systems also at low-voltage level will have to 

feed-in power according to the grid operators’ requirement in order to support the system.  

 Faster reaction of power generation facilities to frequency changes: Initial response capacity by 

damping effect of rotating masses (inertia) will shrink. The new TCR High Voltage demands a more rapid 

adaptation of the active power from all power generating plants to react to frequency deviations. So far, 

 
11 dena (2018b) 
12 dena (2019a) 
13 VDE|FNN (2019) 
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a lack of frequency support capability is not yet acute in the German power system, but the new regula-

tion provides for a partial solution to this prospective issue. 

Based on the maximum requirements set in the TCRs, each DSO defines specific requirements for its own 

grid (so called Technical Connection Conditions, TCCs) which can be less restrictive than the TCRs if the grid 

conditions allow for it. 

2.2.2 Technical solutions to allow for more RE in distribution grids 

As long as the grid compatibility check remains positive, further distributed RE can be connected to the grid. 

When the assessment indicates need for action, the grid operator may take several technical measures to 

ensure the compliance with permissible voltage and current limits. To minimize costs and reduce the nega-

tive impact on citizens and the environment, measures usually follow the GORE principle (Grid Optimiza-

tion before Reinforcement before Expansion) which prioritizes the improvement of existing grid infrastruc-

ture before building new lines. Only after exhausting the optimising and reinforcing potential of existing 

lines, the construction of new power lines may be considered. PV plants that primarily feed into the low-volt-

age level generally require other actions than onshore wind energy which are connected at the medium or 

high voltage level. Possible remedies and measures to avoid congestion and over-voltage differ greatly as the 

low-voltage level is mainly distributed with underground cables and high-voltage levels features regular 

power lines. All actions serve the purpose to limit curtailment to a minimum and help integrate a maximum 

share of RE. Table 4 shows various possible and common measures to improve the grid situation. As de-

scribed in the table, many measures (such as replacing local distribution transformers) are already being 

used by German DSOs, others (such as the booster transformers) are currently being evaluated in pilot pro-

jects. Some of these options can be utilized for all voltage levels, others are more specific to a certain grid 

situation. In the following, the most frequently used measures or those with the highest potential will be ex-

plained in further detail while the table provides the full range of solutions. 

Measures Description Evaluation 

Grid Optimization 

Individual tap chang-

ing of distribution 

transformers 

Manual adjustment of the voltage ratio to 

decrease voltage on low-voltage side and 

make available a larger range up to the 

higher voltage limit which can be used for 

additional RE facilities. 

Risk of setting the voltage too low. Voltage 

could be adjusted seasonally. Only few DSOs 

make use of this option. 

Wide-area control Use control option between high- and me-

dium-voltage levels to adjust voltage level 

for the complete supply area including low-

voltage grids 

Relatively cost-effective; for new substations it 

requires only a software update; used by sev-

eral DSOs in Germany. 

Reactive power feed-

in 

Contribution to maintaining the voltage 

range by inverters capable of providing re-

active power 

By supplying reactive power, voltage at the grid 

access point can be reduced by 1-2 percent. 

Changing grid topol-

ogy 

Change in grid topology in low-voltage grids 

reduces resistance and thereby voltage 

drop 

Can only be implemented for specific grid to-

pologies. 

Use of Intelligent Equipment 

Voltage regulator (so 

called “booster” 

transformers) 

Use of voltage regulator to raise or lower 

voltage level of individual lines. 

Multiple DSOs are testing the use of voltage 

regulators. Could be economically beneficial 

for low-voltage grids with long power lines. 
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Voltage regulated  

distribution trans-

formers 

Automatic adjustment of voltage ratio with-

out interrupting power supply. Voltage in 

the medium-voltage grid can be increased 

while the low-voltage side is being kept 

constant. 

Often seen as an easily applicate alternative to 

conventional grid expansion needs due to volt-

age problems. Majority of DSOs installed such 

transformers. 

Grid Expansion 

Replacing local  

distribution trans-

formers 

Traditional local distribution transformers 

could be replaced and set up not only for 

maximum demand but also for maximum 

reverse flow. 

Local distribution transformers are often the 

first point of congestion in a low-voltage grid. 

Replacing the transformer by a more flexible 

design is a frequent measure to accommodate 

more RE. 

Segmenting local 

grid 

Capacity of local distribution transformer 

can be increased by segmenting existing 

grid. 

Relatively complex measure which also affects 

medium-voltage grid. 

Laying parallel ca-

bles 

Used when cross-section of cable is no 

longer sufficient. Larger cross-section de-

creases grid impedance, thus reducing the 

voltage drop. 

Disadvantage of having cables with different 

lifespans leading to more frequent work for 

maintenance or replacement. Yet all DSOs in 

the survey made use of this measure. 

Increasing conductor 

cross-section 

Replacement of existing lines by ones with 

larger cross-sections. 

Little willingness to switch from overhead lines 

to cables in the low-voltage grids. Time-con-

suming and expensive. Cables are rarely re-

placed before the end of their lifespan. 

Grid Operation and Planning 

Grid monitoring „Dynamic Line Rating” for high-voltage grid 

to optimize energy transportation capacity.  

Line monitoring for low-voltage grids would re-

quire a grid-wide measurement of the low-volt-

age grid. Currently no planes for a roll-out of 

such a monitoring. 

Feed-in management Feed-in management under certain circum-

stances as an alternative to grid expansion 

in the high- and medium-voltage grid. 

Simplified feed-in management for low-voltage 

level could serve similar purpose. So far, auto-

matic curtailment on low-voltage level is only 

temporary. 

Improved grid plan-

ning 

Grid compatibility checks for every connec-

tion request. 

Usual procedure to guarantee grid stability af-

ter connection of new plants. 

Table 4 Overview of technical measures to manage distribution grids14 

Technical solutions for the low-voltage level 
The low-voltage distribution grid is characterized by high penetration of PV energy and the connection of 

most households and small businesses. Some of the most important measures that are being used on this 

system level are: 

 The most common measure is the laying of parallel cables in the low-voltage grid, increasing the cross-

section and thus reducing the voltage drop. This is one of the most obvious options for improving the grid 

system and the majority of German DSOs make use of this option. Including a second cable will be accom-

panied with the downside of extra excavation work. 

 The local distribution transformers often are the first point of congestion for a low-voltage grid. Replacing 

the local distribution transformer with a more flexible design makes it possible to accommodate not 

only for maximum demand but also for maximum reverse flow. Often used as the first adaptive measure to 

integrate RE.  

 
14 Based on a survey by Bayer et al. (2017) 
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 Further intelligent power electronics are being used extensively by German DSOs, e. g. voltage regulated 

distribution transformers, which allow the voltage in the medium-voltage grid to be increased while 

keeping it constant in the low-voltage grid. The innovative element of this transformer type is that it will 

adjust the voltage ratio automatically without interrupting the power supply. 15 As soon as transformers 

need to be replaced, it is expedient to do this with a new voltage regulated distribution transformer. 

 Due to the increasing amount of fluctuating feed-in of RE, the demand of reactive power is also growing. 

PV inverters capable of providing reactive power can contribute to maintaining the voltage range in low-

voltage grids. It has been shown that with the use of inverters supplying reactive power, the voltage at the 

grid connection point of the RE plant can be reduced by 1-2 percent.16 This helps considerably to prevent 

exceeding permissible voltage limits. According to regulation VDE-AR-N 4201 from 2011, all inverters must 

be capable of supplying reactive power. A dena–study on system services17 further concludes that control-

lable supply of reactive power from RE inverters can be largely independent from the active power. This 

can relieve the transmission grid, which before regulated the exchange of reactive power in the distribution 

grid. 

 Smart management and control systems can increase the maximum installed capacity of RE and reduce 

losses at the low-voltage level. In some cases, a significant raise in installed RE sources and improvement 

in the distribution grid could be observed following the introduction of intelligent equipment. New 

measurement and monitoring at vital points of the local grid increased feed-in capacity of RE by up to 17 

percent. It also led to 20 to 30 percent less power loss and up to 40 percent fewer network outages.18 How-

ever, even though such intelligent measures can be an integral part for the integration of RE, some DSOs 

consider these to be over-valued. Intelligent measures including monitoring and smart control mecha-

nisms can provide a valuable additional benefit yet will not replace the general need for grid expansion 

measures in the long-term. 

Technical solutions for medium- and high-voltage levels 
Besides tools like replacing transformers and increasing cross-sections, there are some additional measures 

that are often applied in medium- and high-voltage grids.  

 Installation of phase-shifting transformers in areas with high levels of grid congestion to reduce re-dis-

patch and curtailment of RE. Phase-shifting transformers are only implemented if a cost-benefit analysis 

(see also dena-report “Transmission Grid Planning in systems with high shares of Renewable Energy”19) 

shows that it is more cost-efficient than the costs of re-dispatch and congestion. Phase-shifting transform-

ers can be installed for temporary use in already existing substations and be used elsewhere when the bot-

tleneck was alleviated by the construction of new lines or other measures.20 

 For open-air lines application of a more advanced monitoring system is a very cost-efficient approach. The 

so called “Dynamic Line Rating” (“Freileitungsmonitoring”) optimizes the line utilization by measuring 

the real-time temperature of the power lines either directly or through climate data. So on days with a 

cooling breeze, more energy can be transported than on calm days. 

 
15 Bayer et al. (2017) 
16 Bayer et al. (2017) 
17 dena (2014)  
18 Designetz (2019) 
19 dena (2019b) 
20 Agora Energiewende (2018a) und dena (2017) 
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 The German grid system operates under the “n-1 condition” dictating that the system must at any time be 

able to cope with the outage of one grid component. In practice this leads to a permanently reduced maxi-

mum load of power lines and transformers to hold available capacity for emergencies. Real-time monitor-

ing of the capacity utilization (“Auslastungsmonitoring”) can increase transmission capacity by 25 to 50 

percent.21 If an outage should happen, the feed-in will be reduced instantly to grid-compatible levels. 

 Direct reactions to congestion situations can be facilitated by a “Sensitivity Analysis” which continuously 

identifies critically influential transformers based on the current status of the extra-high-voltage grid. Fol-

lowing the identification, power generation facilities connected on high and medium-voltage levels behind 

the detected transformers are curtailed to eliminate the congestion. 

2.2.3 The German market design provides for an efficient integration of RE 

The European Union’s (EU) policy to create an internal market for electricity in Europe (see also chapter 2.3) 

sets the framework for the German power market design. Market price zones, where the same wholesale 

price applies are typically national in Europe. Exceptions are countries like Italy, Norway or Sweden which 

consist of several price zones. Within one market zone, the basic assumption regarding the grid status is the 

existence of a “copper plate” on which electricity can flow freely according to market and trading activities. 

Key elements that characterize the European and German market design and that contribute to the efficient 

integration of RE are: 

Energy Only Market 
The German power market is an “energy only market” where only the actual dispatch of energy is paid and 

not the provision of capacity. Market-based transactions happen in time sequences from long-term contracts 

(typically 1 year ahead) to day-ahead trading and intraday trading with hourly and 15-minute products. Al-

lowing to respond to updated generation forecasts, the intraday market is particularly important for integra-

tion of RE generation.  

Merit-Order Principle 
Electricity prices are determined by the merit-order principle which sorts bids from the cheapest to the 

most expensive until the forecasted demand is met. This ensures that the facilities with the lowest operating 

costs are deployed first. These will be RE sources which have marginal generation costs of almost zero. The 

mechanism ensures the integration of RE as well as a decrease of the wholesale electricity prices. 

Balancing Markets 
Real-time balancing of power and supply and thus the management of frequency, is ensured on the balanc-

ing power markets. Balancing power is distinguished in primary, secondary and tertiary balancing power 

which differ in their activation lead time (for detailed information on the German balancing power market 

see also the dena-report “Making money with smart electricity consumption”22). 

Increasing amounts of variable RE sources such as wind and solar lead to an increasing demand for flexibil-

ity. Figure 6 highlights that the German power market is able to efficiently cover most of the flexibility de-

 
21 dena (2016) 
22 dena (2018b) 
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mand. Since 2011, the calls for balancing power have decreased significantly. In the same time span, the in-

traday trading volume have dramatically increased, implying that short-term trading contributed signifi-

cantly to addressing any demand/supply imbalances that became visible to market participants. 

 

Figure 6 Development of demand for flexibility 2011-2018 (Source: Next Kraftwerke) 

Challenges 
This is not to say, that the integration of RE does not come with challenges. Despite the rising share of varia-

ble RE and a decreasing level of dispatchable baseload generation, the German system is one of the most 

stable in the world. High grid reliability and the integration of an increasing share of RE are thus not incom-

patible. But the geography of RE generation is quite different to the previous one based on coal and nuclear 

which leads to relevant grid extension needs. The required grid extension that is necessary to integrate 

higher shares of RE (particularly new transmission grids from North to South) is not progressing fast enough. 

The costs of grid stabilization and avoidance of bottlenecks are very high, with an upward trend. In 2018 they 

amounted to approximately 1.1 billion Euros.23  

Multi-energy technologies like battery storage, Power to X-applications or demand side flexibility can be flex-

ibility tools, thus reducing the pressure on the grid system and lowering the need for reinforcements. How-

ever, under current circumstances grid-oriented use of those flexibility instruments is often not profitable. In 

consequence, growing flexibility options of industry, business and private prosumers is mainly used in a user- 

or market-oriented way and not for grid-oriented measures like preserving voltage stability. In several large-

scale smart energy showcase projects in Germany, various advanced market-based approaches for the flexi-

bilization of the energy system are being tested as part of the Showcase Intelligent Energy Transition (SIN-

TEG) program. 

2.3 Common legislation within the EU supports standardized processes 

The EU shapes the European Energy Union and mandates the framework under which national energy legis-

lation and policy can be developed. In 2016, the European Commission presented a comprehensive legisla-

tive package (“Clean Energy for all Europeans”) supporting the EU energy targets for 2030 and 2050. Eight 

legislative acts covering the governance of the Energy Union after 2020, the design of the electricity market, 

and the market conditions for RE and energy efficiency are now entering into force latest 2021.  

 
23 dena/ewi (2019) 
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The design of the electricity market is defined in the “Directive on common rules for the internal market for 

electricity” and “Regulation on the internal market in electricity”, both of which have been revised in the 

“Clean Energy for all Europeans” package. In addition, a number of European grid and market codes define 

more detailed rules and guidelines for all European countries. The Directive sets out the key rules and princi-

ples relating to the organization and functioning of the European electricity sector. Main elements of the Di-

rective are rules on consumer empowerment and protection, open access to markets, third party access to 

transmission and distribution infrastructure, unbundling rules, and independent national energy regulators. 

Main elements of the Regulation are general rules for day-ahead, intraday markets and balancing markets, 

rules on cross-border transmission capacity allocation, rules on resource adequacy and capacity mecha-

nisms, principles for setting network tariffs, as well as general rules for the European cooperation bodies of 

TSOs and DSOs. In Figure 7, some of the main developments in the new European legislation are described.  

 

Figure 7 Summary of key elements of the EU winter package 

The revised Electricity Directive paves the way for consumers to become active participants in the energy 

transition. Consumers now will have the right to produce their own electricity without discrimination, own 

storage assets and offer their flexibility to the market. To enable demand flexibility, consumers are given the 

right to a smart meter and dynamic price contract from the energy supplier. Consumers can also engage 

jointly as energy communities and for instance share electricity generated within the community. The di-

rective also defines the role of independent aggregators, who can bundle small assets and consumers to 

portfolios that they bid into the power market or balancing power market, thereby offering flexible consum-

ers an easy access to the electricity market.  
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Retail market competition is strengthened while ensuring increased customer protection: Regulated prices 

are, with some exceptions, to be phased out, regulation on energy poverty and minimum information pro-

vided to customers in contract and bills is introduced, as well as regulation on comparison tools, dispute set-

tlement and single point of contact.  

The Electricity Directive also specifies the tasks and responsibilities of both transmission system operators 

(TSOs) and distribution system operators (DSOs) and sets out modes of cooperation among Member States, 

regulatory authorities and TSOs towards the creation of a fully interconnected internal electricity market.  

The role of monopolies in energy storage, EV charging infrastructure, and ancillary service provision are 

clearly defined: TSO and DSO shall not, in principle, engage in the provision of any. All these services shall, in 

principle, be provided by competitive markets. Some exceptions apply, for instance if the regulatory author-

ity has decided that a market-based procurement of ancillary services would not be economically efficient. 

This might be the case if there is very little competition, for instance if markets are restricted to very small 

geographical areas. 

Further, the Directive clearly introduces the idea that flexibility provided by local assets, such as storage, and 

demand side flexibility can replace, or at least, delay, the need for reinforcements in the distribution grid. For 

that reason, DSOs should be enabled and provided with incentives, to use flexibility services from distributed 

energy resources based on market procedures, in order to efficiently operate their networks and to avoid 

costly network expansions. 

The role of TSO and DSO is then to provide transparent information about their needs and procure the 

needed services in a market-based, transparent, and non-discriminatory manner. For instance, DSOs will be 

required to publish network development plans with a 5-10-year outlook, which have to be sent to the regu-

latory authority after a consultation process with system users. This process is intended to provide to system 

users better information regarding the anticipated expansions or upgrades of the network, e. g. providing an 

indication for where the DSO might demand flexibility services in the future. DSOs also have to describe how 

new generation, such as distributed RE, and new loads, such as electric vehicles, will be integrated in their 

system, and how they will make use of alternatives to network expansion such as energy efficiency and the 

procurement of storage and demand side flexibility services. This might give the regulatory authority a better 

position in their regulatory oversight with third party access.  

Distribution and transmission tariffs are regulated only at a very high level in the European regulation, de-

manding the regulatory authorities to ensure that tariffs are non-discriminatory and reflective of the costs 

that the user of the network induces. Nevertheless, some changes have been introduced in the new legisla-

tion, notably that tariffs shall be designed in such a way that they do not present a barrier to demand re-

sponse and storage service providers or energy efficiency measures. It also strongly suggests that time of use 

tariffs, where the tariff reflects the system stress at different points in time (typically hours of the day), shall 

be considered. Another important change is that net metering for consumers with their own electricity gener-

ation has to be phased out, meaning that prosumers will have to pay tariffs separately for the electricity they 

consume and feed into the grid, as this better reflects the actual costs of using the grid. 
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2.3.1 Impact of the EU winter package on the further integration of distributed RE in 
distribution grids  

The new European legislation described above provides a common framework for the future energy system 

with new perspectives for European customers and distribution grids. In the future power system, distribu-

tion grids have a very different role than in the traditional power system, with a much more active role for 

DSOs. This requires that DSOs are legally enabled to play this role by e. g. procuring local flexibility services 

for their congestion management. DSOs will also need to be more transparent in their network planning, and 

regulatory authorities have to ensure that the tariff models are not presenting barriers to new business mod-

els, because they build on the idea of the traditional power system.  

The future distribution system which the “Clean Energy for all Europeans” package prepares for will see more 

active customers that respond to changing electricity prices, either directly, or through a contract with an 

aggregator, who can remotely operate customers’ flexible loads such as home EV-charging. Consumers who 

also generate their own electricity (so-called prosumers, e. g. with a rooftop solar PV) are encouraged, and 

might increasingly join forces with others, investing in collectively owned distributed RE. This consumer em-

powerment is especially important as consumers are also taxpayers who partly finance the energy transition, 

citizens who can oppose new onshore wind development or transmission lines, and voters, who can protest 

if they do not agree with the governments energy policy. The energy transition requires a collective effort, the 

more consumers invest in, and feel ownership of, the transition, the stronger it will be. 
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3 Suggestions to reduce obstacles for the 
integration of RE in China’s distribution grids 

In order to make full use of the natural potential for RE and to allow for a cost-efficient energy transition, the 

development of distributed RE and their integration into the distribution grid is crucial. Since the start of the 

energy transition, Germany has relied on rather small-scale and distributed RE plants such as rooftop PV or 

scattered wind turbines. In China, in addition to the large RE plants in the Western and Northern regions, a 

new focus is now put on the potential of distributed RE particularly in the more densely populated Eastern 

regions.  

Existing technical solutions can be transferred 
Technical concerns regarding the integration of distributed RE into distribution grids are raised claiming that 

there is only limited potential to integrate RE on the distribution grid level. But experiences from Germany 

show that distribution grids can cope with quite large amounts of RE, provided that regulatory requirements 

and technical standards get updated and streamlined. Especially in the windy Northern part of Germany, the 

share of RE in some areas regularly exceeds 100 percent by far.(see chapter 2.1). Technical challenges such as 

reverse power flow or the lack of frequency support capability of distributed RE can be successfully managed 

with the help of a mix of rather simple and advanced technical measures (for more details, please see chap-

ter 1.2.3 and 2.2.2):  

 Laying of parallel cables in the low-voltage grid, 

 Replacing local distribution transformers with more flexible transformer designs in order to accommo-

date maximum reverse power flow, 

 Installing new voltage regulated distribution transformers to adjust the voltage ratio automatically 

without interrupting the power supply, 

 Installing PV inverters capable of providing reactive power, 

 Introducing smart management and control systems and other intelligent equipment, 

 Installing phase-shifting transformers in areas with high levels of grid congestion, 

 Performing the so-called “Dynamic Line Rating” to optimize the line utilization, 

 Introducing real-time monitoring of the capacity utilization, 

 Reacting to situations of congestion with so-called “Sensitivity Analyses” that identify critically influen-

tial transformers. 

These technical experiences from Germany are to a large extent directly transferable to China. Given the cor-

responding regulations that require and incentivize DSOs to make use of these solutions, they clearly high-

light that there are no technical reasons that prevent the integration of distributed RE into distribution grids. 

The regulatory framework must be designed to foster distributed RE 
More importantly, there is currently a lack of comprehensive and targeted rules for the integration of RE on 

distribution grid level. For developers of distributed RE projects it is crucial to know the exact technical 

standards to comply with and the regulatory process to follow in order to have their RE plants connected to 
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the grid. However, in practice it is very difficult to know which standard applies to a specific RE project in 

China. 

Germany has seen very positive results of the introduction of regulations for a compulsory grid connection 

and priority dispatch of RE, which both can be seen as the regulatory starting point of the German energy 

transition. Together with transparent and continuously updated grid codes, both regulations help to pro-

vide RE project developers with the necessary planning security and grid operators with updated knowledge 

and measures on Best Practices of RE integration. It is therefore recommended for China to consider the in-

troduction of similar regulations. With the recently published “Supervisory Measure for Grid Enterprises to 

Fully Guarantee Purchase of Renewable Energy” drafted by the NDRC, an important step into this direction 

has been made. 

With more distributed RE, the role of DSOs and consumers with RE capacities (so-called prosumers) is devel-

oping from a rather passive to a more active role. The following German regulations are key to enable and 

incentivize both, DSOs and prosumers, to adjust their behaviour and interaction (for more details, see chap-

ter 2.2.1). They may serve as an inspirational basis for similar regulations in China. 

 DSOs are required to perform a technical assessment (grid compatibility check) when connecting new RE 

systems to the grid and, if necessary, to implement the necessary measures to secure grid security. 

 Addressing the issue of grid operation as a natural monopoly, the so-called “Incentive Regulation Ordi-

nance” requires transparent calculation of grid fees as well as fair and equal access to the grid for all con-

sumers. To get a hold on cost efficiency, the budget approach and the principle of an efficiency-benchmark 

with other DSOs are used. 

 The “Directive on System Stability” gives grid operators greater leeway to control the cut-off of generat-

ing capacities in case of urgency while also imposing the obligation to, for example, perform required ret-

rofits of RE plants to guarantee their effective integration. 

 A reduced EEG-levy aims to incentivize self-consumption of prosumers (e. g. households or businesses 

with rooftop PV). 

A market-based integration of distributed RE guarantees cost-efficiency 
In order to guarantee overall cost-efficiency, it is highly recommended to establish and roll-out suitable mar-

ket structures in China that support and strengthen the approaches on priority of RE and cost-efficiency 

amongst grid operators (for more details, see chapter 2.2.3): 

 The merit-order principle ensures the integration of RE as well as a decrease of the wholesale electricity 

prices. 

 The power market efficiently covers most of the flexibility demand for time frames of 15 minutes or more. 

The balancing markets ensure the real-time balancing of power and supply. In order to secure grid stabil-

ity with a steadily growing share of distributed RE, more focus will in the mid-term need to be put on de-

mand side flexibility.  
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4 Appendix 

Distributed wind power 

National Energy Administration: Notice of development of distributed wind power integration (National Energy 

Administration [2011] No.226) 

It is the first time to clarify the main ideas and boundary conditions of distributed wind power development in China, 

and actively explores the development mode of distributed integration of wind power according to local conditions. 

The document specifies the management department, management content and approval process, as well as the con-

ditions for distributed wind power integration projects. Besides, it requires to simplify the approval process and sup-

porting documents, supporting the bundling of projects for approval of construction, the capacity of each bundled 

project is limited to 50,000 kW. 

National Energy Administration: Notice of guides on the development and construction of distributed wind 

power integration projects (National Energy Administration [2011] No.374) 

The definition, voltage level and project scale of distributed wind power integration project are clarified, and strict 

regulations are made on project construction, grid-integration and operation management. 

National Energy Administration: Notice on the requirements for accelerating the construction of distributed 

wind power integration projects (National Energy Administration [2018] No.3) 

Project construction should be in order, grid integration management should be strengthened, plan construction 

standards should be settled, and management of planning should be reinforced. The capacity of distributed grid inte-

gration wind power integration projects should not be limited to annual guidance scale. 

National Energy Administration: Interim management rules for the development and construction of distrib-

uted wind power projects（National Energy Administration〔2018〕No.30） 

The voltage level and grid-integration mode of distributed wind power are settled and not subject to the index man-

agement. Compared to centralized wind power projects, the approval process of distributed wind power projects is 

required to be simplified, multiple projects are encouraged to be bundled and carry out pre-stage work in a unified 

way, the trial of project pre-approval commitment mode and post-approval supervision mode is encouraged. The time 

from project declaration to approval should be reduced to 2-3 months, while the period for grid-integration approval 

should be shortened to 1 month.  

National Energy Administration: Notice on the requirements of wind power construction management in 2018 

(National Energy Administration〔2018〕No.47) 

For the provinces (autonomous regions and municipalities) that have not issued their own annual wind power con-

struction plan for 2018, all new centralized onshore wind power projects and offshore wind power projects without 

identified investment should be configured and determined through competition. Distributed wind power projects 

may not participate in competitive configuration, and will be gradually included in the marketed transaction scope of 

distributed power generation. 

Distributed PV power  

State Council: Opinions on promoting the healthy development of the PV power industry（State Council

〔2013〕No.24） 
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It is required to develop distributed PV power market vigorously, specify the main scene of development, construct 

100 distributed large-scale PV application demonstration areas, 1000 PV power application demonstration towns and 

villages, carry out the corresponding demonstration pilot work, explore the corresponding power management sys-

tem and operational mechanism, strengthen the construction of supporting power grids, improve policies on electric-

ity prices and subsidies, form a new system for the construction, operation and consumption of distributed PV power 

generation. 

National Energy Administration: Notice on further implementation of policies on distributed PV power genera-

tion（National Energy Administration〔2014〕No.406） 

In view of many factors that restrict the development of a distributed generation market, comprehensive policy ad-

justment has been made. The application planning and annual plan of distributed PV power generation are required; 

the development of various forms of application is encouraged; local governments are encouraged to formulate sup-

porting fiscal subsidy policies on the basis of state subsidies; no limitation should be set on the scale of distributed 

self-use PV power generation projects; the regional enterprises should be guided to establish standard PV power en-

ergy management service modes based on power generation contract; the standards and quality management of dis-

tributed PV power generation projects should be improved; two main development modes of distributed power gen-

eration are clearly pointed out: "generate electricity primarily for own use, excessive part can be integrated into the 

grid " and " all generation feed into the grid "; the grid integration and integration services for distributed PV power 

generation should be improved. The above policies lay a foundation for the large-scale development of distributed PV 

power generation. 

National Energy Administration: Management measures for distributed PV power generation projects (National 

Energy Administration〔2017〕Draft for comment） 

The term of distributed PV power is clearly defined, including three types of grid integration modes, subsidy scope and 

subsidy allocation sequence. 

National Development and Reform Commission: Notice on PV power generation in 2018 (National Development 

and Reform Commission〔2018〕No.823) 

It requires a reasonable grasp of the development pace and optimization of the scale of new construction, firstly sets 

distributed PV power index constraints and reduces the subsidy intensity of distributed PV power. 

National Development and Reform Commission: Notice on improving the on-grid tariff mechanism for PV power 

generation (National Development and Reform Commission〔2019〕No.761) 

For the first time, the subsidy intensity of distributed PV power electricity price under the mode of "generate electricity 

primarily for own use, excessive part can be integrated into grid" was lowered and included in nationwide bidding. 

Table 5  Relevant regulations policies for distributed wind and PV power plants in China 
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Province Planning scale and relevant content 

Inner Mongolia 

The “Notice about the Construction Plan for the 13th Five-Year Decentralized Wind Power Pro-

ject in Inner Mongolia” was published at the end of 2017, with the specific intervention voltage 

level of 35 kV and below, the single building capacity of less than 10,000 kW, and the planned 

construction scale of 150,000 kW. 

Shanxi 

The Shanxi Energy administration issued the "Notice on Further Improving the 13th Five-Year 

Development Plan for Distributed Wind Power of Shanxi Province" in June 2018, which 

planned to develop 30 projects with a total construction scale of 426,000 kW. 

Guizhou 

The “Notice on Printing and Implementing the 2016 Wind Power Development and Construc-

tion Plan for Guizhou Province" was issued in 2016 and clearly stipulated that the scale of de-

centralized integration with wind power projects would be 72,000 kW. In addition, "the List of 

Major Projects in Guizhou Province in 2018" was released in February 2018 with 17 wind power 

projects. 

Jilin 

The "13th Five-Year Development Plan for New Energy and Renewable Energy in Jilin Prov-

ince” issued in 2017 ensured that the development scale of decentralized wind power in Jilin 

would be 250,000 kW by 2020. 

Shanxi 

In March 2018, the Shanxi Development and Reform Commission formulated the "13th Five-

Year Decentralized Wind Power Project Construction Plan of Shanxi Province", and determined 

that the development scale of the 13th Five-Year Plan distributed wind power project in Shanxi 

is supposed to be 987 MW. 

Hebei 

In February 2018, the "Decentralized Wind Power Development Plan of Hebei Province from 

2018 to 2020" was released. It was pointed out that from 2018 to 2020, the province planned to 

develop distributed integration of wind power of 43 MW. 

Henan 

At the end of 2017, the “Notice on the Decentralized Wind Power Development Plan for the 

13th Five-Year Plan of Henan Province" was issued together with the “Summary Table of the 

13th Five-Year Distributed Wind Power Development Project of Henan Province”, which listed 

out 124 decentralized wind power projects with a scale of 2107 MW. The cities were asked to 

adjust and supplement the decentralized wind power development plan in 2019. At present, 

15 cities have publicized the adjustment plan, to totalling 4,537 MW. 

Guangdong 
The "First Batch of Development Plans for Onshore Wind Power in 2018" was issued in April 

2018,with 7 projects and a total installed capacity of 450 MW. 

Guangxi 

The Guangxi Energy administration issued the "Development and Construction Plan on Wind 

Power of Guangxi in 2018" in February 2018, which clarified that there were 45 wind power de-

velopment candidates in Guangxi in 2018, with a total of 26.94 MW. 

Tianjin 

In October 2018, the “Announcement for Soliciting Opinions on Development Plans of Tianjin 

Decentralized Wind Power (2018-2025)” was issued. The new installed capacity will strive to 

reach 200,000 kW by 2020; while the new installed capacity will strive to reach 370 MW from 

2020 to 2025,, with a total installed capacity of 570 MW. 
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Heilongjiang 

The "Publication of Heilongjiang Province Decentralized Wind Power Development and Con-

struction Plan (2019-2020)" was issued in May 2019, in which 98 projects were planned to be 

installed with a total capacity of 627 MW. 

Ningxia 

The “Development and Construction Plan on Decentralized Wind Power Project of Ningxia in 

2019” was released in June 2019, including 14 decentralized wind power projects with a total 

installed capacity of 453 MW. 

Hubei 

The “Notice on the Construction of Decentralized Wind Power Demonstration Projects in 2019” 

was issued in March 2019, requiring innovative development models, exploring multi-energy 

complementarity, and piloting in 10 counties and cities across the province. The total develop-

ment capacity of each county or city is no less than 20 MW. 

Jiangxi 

The Jiangxi Provincial Energy Bureau issued the "Notice on the Doing Well Relevant Work on 

the development of Decentralized Wind Power in Jiangxi Province" in September 2019, clarify-

ing 73 recent options, with a total project scale of 18.5 MW. 

Yangzhou, 

Jiangsu 

The "13th Five-Year Wind Power Development Plan in Yangzhou" clarifies that the city will de-

velop 7 decentralized projects in industrial parks and other scenarios, with 35 kV grid-con-

nected by 2025. 

Chuzhou, 

Anhui 

The "Notice on Announcement of Projects for Decentralized Wind Power Implementation Pro-

jects" clearly defines 18 projects with a total scale of 153 MW. The implementation plan will be 

rolled in due course and projects that are not included in the scheme in principle should not 

be approved. 

Table 6 Overview of distributed power generation in China (2018) 
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Abbreviations  

ARegV 

DSO 

EEG 

EnWG 

EU 

EV 

NDRC 

NEA 

PV 

RE 

SCADA 

SGCC 

SINTEG 

SysStabV 

TSO 

Incentive Regulation Ordinance (Anreizregulierungsverordnung) 

Distribution System Operator 

Renewable Energy Sources Act (Erneuerbare-Energien-Gesetz) 

German Energy Act (Energiewirtschaftsgesetz) 

European Union 

Electric Vehicle 

National Development and Reform Commission 

National Energy Administration 

Photovoltaic 

Renewable Energy 

Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition 

State Grid Corporation of China 

Showcase Intelligent Energy Transition 

Directive on System Stability (Systemstabilitätsverordnung) 

Transmission System Operator 

UNFCCC United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change 
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